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Job definition
Job definitions predefine what information will be asked
for when an office user creates a job on magic5. Job
definitions are only required if work is allocated from the
office - if users create jobs on site using their device they
do not need a job definition.

Every job in magic5 uses a specific job definition such as 'Job', 'Service', 'Installation', 'Delivery',
'Collection', 'Callout', 'Project' or 'Work order'. Job definitions have a flexible way of sending tasks or
information to mobile devices and this means that main forms can be supplemented with less
obvious examples such as 'Weekly timesheet summary', 'Operative document', 'SHE alert' and 'Clock
card'. Less common or ad-hoc templates such as 'Bio-hazard checklist', 'Apprentice starter form',
'Initial visit inspection', etc can be optionally attached by either the office or the device user.
As standard, jobs created on magic5 require:
Customer
Location
Date
User (or Group)
However these can be hidden or the text changed. For example, if someone only ever works with
one customer the customer name may be hidden to save clutter on the device screen. Or for clarity
in particular industries, 'Location' may be replaced by 'Project', and 'User' by 'Engineer'.
Additional items can be specified in the Job definition. These will be any other items of information
required from the office user when creating or assigning the job, and can be optional or mandatory.
They can be text entry, list items, contacts, phone numbers or automatically generated and can be
split into multiple pages if required. Examples of additional items include contact person, job
description, urgency, alarm code, notes (for office), notes (for user), job number and suggested
equipment.
As well as input items, the job definitions have settings to define how jobs of this type are
processed and displayed by the system.
Most jobs have a single template to be completed on the device when the job is opened. After
completion of this form (plus any supplementary forms added while work is being carried out), the
job is automatically closed.
However some jobs require a set of form templates from which the user picks as required and the
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job is left open until manually closed by the office. Some 'open ended' jobs like this have a 'start of
day' template that requires that a completed form is sent back on every day of the job.
Information shown in magic5 job lists can be customised, for example, the job number and urgency
could be shown alongside the main job details or the customer could be hidden. See Concepts Job lists (on-line documentation) for more details.
Jobs can also be viewed on the graphical planner with colour coding of statuses (see Job definition
- amend others (Section 6) for more details).
Job definition actions are automated actions or options that arise at various stages of a job’s life
cycle. An action could be something like 'send an e-mail to the assigned engineer when a job is
allocated' or they could be something like 'if a job is at status "awaiting invoicing" then give the user
an option to mark it as invoiced'. See Job definition - Actions & options for more details.
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Job definition - create
A job definition is required to centrally create and allocate
jobs (or if an external system is feeding jobs into magic5)
and specifies the information that is to be recorded when
a job is created. It is not necessary if jobs are initiated on
the device (maybe on arrival onsite or if they receive
direct phone calls from customers).
magic5 automatically requests customer, location, date
and user/group of users to allocate the job to, so these do
not need to be defined. Any additional information that
you wish to recor (for example fault description, contact
name, contact phone number, time) will need to be
specified here. Each of the items within the job definition
will have a type of text, list or date.
A job becomes allocated when it has been assigned a
date and a user/group of users. Until then, it will appear
under Unallocated jobs. Once the date and user/group
have been specified the job will appear under Outstanding
jobs and will be sent to the assigned user's when they
next receive updates.
Job definitions can be duplicated which is useful if there
are only one or two differences between them - right click,
duplicate and them open the new one to delete or amend
items as required.

Main
*Description

A descriptive text to identify this item. This may or may not be
displayed on the report, job or device so be aware of how it
may look to a customer or user. It will also be the way in
which the item to which it is attached will be identified within a
list, both for setup/maintenance and when selected on a
device or report list, so it will need to be specific. For instance,
it may be useful to use a date to differentiate between an old
and a new version, or to use a location or customer name if a
form or action is used solely for that purpose.

Version

Enter free text to identify historical changes. This does not
trigger any additional saved copies and is purely for
information.

Display name

Enter a free text alternative name for the job. Whilst the
description might be quite wordy, this could be a shorter
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version to appear on buttons.
Display name
plural

Enter free text to display when multiple jobs are initiated as
computers do not always cope with the vagaries of the
English language. For example, adding an 's' to the job
definition of ‘delivery’ would clearly be incorrect so indicating
a plural of ‘deliveries’ would ensure that reports made sense.

*Associated
template

Select an existing template from this drop-down list. For more
information on creating templates, click here ('Template' in
the on-line documentation).

Advanced
Suppress prompt
for customer and
location

A Job needs a customer and a location associated with it.
However, this is not always appropriate if it is an internal job
so tick this box to use a default.

Suppress prompt
for group

This is usually ticked as jobs are usually allocated to an
individual user rather than group. However, if unticked a job
can be allocated to a number of users at the same time and
will be marked as complete by the first user to complete a
form. If ALL users in a group are to complete the form, use
batch allocate (Section 4).

Keep previous
results when part
of a document
lifecycle

Tick this box if you wish to store a copy of the original data in
any jobs created from an existing form/job. The stored data is
not visible on the device but is available for use on reports and
this is useful for demonstrating changes between periodic
events, such as rental loss/damage, assessement/follow-up
scores, etc. This is a bespoke option and will need to be
discussed with magic5 support.

Job lists

Job lists allow text or external job data to be displayed on the
job list pages. These can be the defaults or they can be
defined specifically.

Column 1
(defaults to
Date)

By default this shows the date for which the Job is scheduled.
It can be customised to one of the job definition items.

Column 2
(defaults to
Customer)

By default this shows the customer for whom the Job was
created. It can be customised to one of the job definition
items.

Column 3
(defaults to
Location)

By default this shows the location for which the Job was
created. It can be customised to one of the job definition
items.

Column 4

By default this shows the template with which the Job is
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(defaults to
Template)

associated. It can be customised to one of the job definition
items.

Column 5
(defaults to
User)

By default this shows the user to whom the Job is allocated. It
can be customised to one of the job definition items.

Columns 6-12

6

Select the required item from the drop-down list.
$date - Date job scheduled to start
$customer - Customer name
$location - Customer location
$template - Template name
$user - User the job is allocated to
$workHistory - List of completed forms for the job
$issub - Indicates whether the job is a sub-job with a
hyperlink showing the job hierarchy
$wosts - Supplementary-status for the job (ie 'awaiting
invoicing' rather than 'complete')
$wopdf - A link to the PDF attached to the job
$woatt - A link to other job attachments
$endDate - Date the job is scheduled to end
$empty - Deliberately left blank so that the list can be
formatted. This means that if some job definitions in the
list show items that others omit columns can still be made
to line up.
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3 Job definition - amend
Amend a job definition by clicking on the an existing one.
This may have only just been created (Section 2) or it may have been in use for
sometime.
Job definitions can be duplicated which is useful if there are only one or two
differences between them - right click, duplicate and them open the new one to
delete or amend items as required.

Main
*Description

A descriptive text to identify this item. This may or may not be displayed on the report, job
or device so be aware of how it may look to a customer or user. It will also be the way in
which the item to which it is attached will be identified within a list, both for
setup/maintenance and when selected on a device or report list, so it will need to be
specific. For instance, it may be useful to use a date to differentiate between an old and a
new version, or to use a location or customer name if a form or action is used solely for
that purpose.

Version

Enter free text to identify historical changes. This does not trigger any additional saved
copies and is purely for information.

Display name

Enter a free text alternative name for the job. Whilst the description might be quite wordy,
this could be a shorter version to appear on buttons.

Display name plural

Enter free text to display when multiple jobs are initiated as computers do not always cope
with the vagaries of the English language. For example, adding an 's' to the job definition of
‘delivery’ would clearly be incorrect so indicating a plural of ‘deliveries’ would ensure that
reports made sense.

*Associated template

Select an existing template from this drop-down list. For more information on creating
templates, click here ('Template' in the on-line documentation).

Form for start of day

Select the form from the list if a job requires it to be filled in at the start of every day. This
might be a Health & Saftey checklist or an equipment requisition order.

Keep job open on device

Tick this job if the job is to be kept open until an administrator specifically closes it. This
enables further forms to be added to the job or for it to remain open until a response has
been received from the customer.
This is usually left un-ticked as most jobs are closed when all forms have been completed
on the device.

Don't automatically move
to next form in workflow

If a new form has been triggered by data entered on an existing form, magic5 opens it
straightaway, interrupting the flow of the original form. Tick this box to wait until the user
is ready to manually open it.

Only automatcially use the
start of day

Tick this box to bypass the associated template, allowing the user to select the most
appropriate template themselves from a list set up in the Additional forms tab (Section 6).
The start of day form (designated above) will still be used, but this enables a user use their
own judgement.

Don't add messages to
event log

Tick this box to prevent audit trail from running for this job definition. Audit trail is a
bespoke option.
Click on a link below to find out what parameters are on the different tabs.

Job definition further
parameters

Main

Standard
items
(Section
4)

Job
lists
(Section
5)

Scheduling
(Section 6)

Report
(Section
6)

Attachments
(Section 6)

Reassigned
work
(Section 6)

Additional
forms
(Section
6)

Colours
(Section
6)
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Job definition - amend standard items
Standard items in a job definition control behaviours for
that job definition.
Job definitions can be duplicated which is useful if there
are only one or two differences between them - right click,
duplicate and them open the new one to delete or amend
items as required.

Standard
items

These items set up efficient and accurate data capture,
ensuring that necessary information is collected without
unnecessary data entry.

Suppress prompt
for customer and
location

If the job is always linked to the same customer and location
then tick this box. This means that time is not wasted in
entering the information every time.

Customer to
associate job
with if not
prompting

If the above box is ticked, a customer needs to be selected
from this drop-down list. On selection the location list (below)
will be populated.

Location to
associate job
with if not
prompting

If customer and location prompt has been suppressed it is
necessary to select a location from this drop-down list. The
items in the list are related to the customer selection above.

Suppress prompt
for user
User to
associate job
with if not
prompting

If the job is always linked to the same user then tick this box.
This means that time is not wasted in entering the information
every time.

If the above box is ticked, a user needs to be selected from
this drop-down list.

Suppress prompt
for group

If the job is always linked to the same group then tick this box.
This means that time is not wasted in entering the information
every time.

Suppress prompt
for date (assume
current date)

If the date of the job is always the date the form is completed
then tick this box. This means that time is not wasted in
entering the information every time.

Batch allocate

Means that the job allocated to the group will not be
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job to groups (ie.
create individual
jobs for each
group member)

completed by the first user that completes the job. This is a
quick way of allocating a job to all of the users in a group, as
opposed to allocating it to the group as a whole in order that
one group member will complete it.

Keep previous
results when part
of a document
lifecycle

Tick this box if you wish to store a copy of the original data in
any jobs created from an existing form/job. The stored data is
not visible on the device but is available for use on reports and
this is useful for demonstrating changes between periodic
events, such as rental loss/damage, assessement/follow-up
scores, etc. This is a bespoke option and will need to be
discussed with magic5 support.

Text for user
prompt

If prompting for a user (ie the above box is not ticked) the text
here will be used. If blank 'User' will be displayed. For example,
show 'engineer' or 'auditor' instead of 'user'. In other words,
this will overwrite the default text for this prompt.

Text for date
prompt

If prompting for a date (ie the above box is not ticked) the text
here will be used. If blank 'Date' will be displayed. For example,
show 'project start date' instead of 'date'. In other words, this
will overwrite the default text for this prompt.

Text for
customer
prompt

If prompting for a customer (ie the above box is not ticked) the
text here will be used. If blank 'Customer' will be displayed. For
example, show 'client' instead of 'customer'. In other words,
this will overwrite the default text for this prompt.

Text for location
prompt

If prompting for a location (ie the above box is not ticked) the
text here will be used. If blank 'Location' will be displayed. For
example, show 'project' instead of 'location'. In other words,
this will overwrite the default text for this prompt.

Text for group
prompt

If prompting for a group (ie the above box is not ticked) the
text here will be used. If blank 'Group' will be displayed. For
example, show 'region' instead of 'group'. In other words, this
will overwrite the default text for this prompt.

Allow creation of
new customers

If prompting for a customer (ie the above box is not ticked)
and the required customer name is not in the list, can the user
enter a new customer name? Tick this box to allow this to
happen and take the user through the usual set of customer
set-up screens.

Allow creation of
new locations

If prompting for a location (ie the above box is not ticked) and
the required location is not in the list, can the user enter a new
location? Tick this box to allow this to happen and take the
user through the usual set of location set-up screens.

Prompt for
template

Tick this box to allow the user to select the most appropriate
template for the job. This is useful if the job may cover a

10
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number of different scenarios - eg a callout
Text for template
prompt

If the above box is ticked, this text is displayed to guide the
user to select the best template to use for their form.
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Job definition - amend job lists
Job lists allow text or external job data to be displayed on
the job list pages. These can be the defaults or they can
be defined specifically.
Job definitions can be duplicated which is useful if there
are only one or two differences between them - right click,
duplicate and them open the new one to delete or amend
items as required.

Job lists
Column 1
(defaults to
Date)

By default this shows the date for which the Job is scheduled.
It can be customised to one of the job definition items.

Column 2
(defaults to
Customer)

By default this shows the customer for whom the Job was
created. It can be customised to one of the job definition
items.

Column 3
(defaults to
Location)

By default this shows the location for which the Job was
created. It can be customised to one of the job definition
items.

Column 4
(defaults to
Template)

By default this shows the template with which the Job is
associated. It can be customised to one of the job definition
items.

Column 5
(defaults to
User)

By default this shows the user to whom the Job is allocated. It
can be customised to one of the job definition items.

Columns 6-12

Select the required item from the drop-down list.
$date - Date job scheduled to start
$customer - Customer name
$location - Customer location
$template - Template name
$user - User the job is allocated to
$workHistory - List of completed forms for the job
$issub - Indicates whether the job is a sub-job with a
hyperlink showing the job hierarchy
$wosts - Supplementary-status for the job (ie 'awaiting
invoicing' rather than 'complete')
$wopdf - A link to the PDF attached to the job
$woatt - A link to other job attachments
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$endDate - Date the job is scheduled to end
$empty - Deliberately left blank so that the list can be
formatted. This means that if some job definitions in the
list show items that others omit columns can still be made
to line up.
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Job definition - amend others
Other items that can be amended in a job definition.
Job definitions can be duplicated which is useful if there
are only one or two differences between them - right click,
duplicate and them open the new one to delete or amend
items as required.

Scheduling

This tab covers time and planner parameters.

Time prompt

Select the appropriate interval for entering the job time from
the drop-down box. This enables the job to be timed to the
minute or, if more appropriate, to the hour or half-day.
Alternatively request that the time is not prompted for at all.

Default time
(HH:MM)

Make sure that the time is entered in the correct format as it
may be used for calculations. This is 24-hour clock format
where H=Hour and M=Minute so that a 2 digit hour and a 2
digit minute are required, eg. 07:05, 08:00, 17:30, 23:15.

Item containing
job duration

Select the list of job durations from a drop-down list of items
that have already been prepared as a list. This is likely to be
‘day’, ‘hour’, ‘session’, ‘slot’ and is instead of completing the
following prompt. The number of minutes are entered in the
list entry under ‘associated value’ and will be used for any
calculations.

Default duration
(mins)

Enter the number of minutes to be used as a default duration
for this job. For example, an investigative callout may be billed
at a minimum of 1 hour so enter '60' here for the number of
minutes - if it takes longer then the user (ie engineer) can
amend it accordingly.

End time prompt

Select the appropriate interval for entering the job end time
from the drop-down box. This enables the job to be timed to
the minute or, if more appropriate, to the hour or half-day.
Alternatively request that the time is not prompted for at all.

Default end time
(if prompting)

Make sure that the time is entered in the correct format as it
may be used for calculations. This is 24-hour clock format
where H=Hour and M=Minute so that a 2 digit hour and a 2
digit minute are required, eg. 07:05, 08:00, 17:30, 23:15.
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This defines the way in which unallocated jobs will be
presented in the list to the left of the jobs planner (on-line
documentation). Standard attributes ('Concepts - Standard
Attributes' in the on-line documentation) and unique names
can be used here to specify the sort criteria in the format
%@[attribute or unique name]%
Examples include %CUSTOMER%, %@jobDesc% or
%@JobNo%.

Report
PDF format

Select the appropriate PDF format from the drop-down list.
You may wish to consult your magic5 expert.

Attachments
Attach PDF of
job to item

Select one of the items in the job definition from the dropdown list. This item will then have a link associated with it
enabling PDFs to be attached to the job. This is useful for
disseminating Health & Safety or location information to the
device user.

Reassigned
work
When
reassigning,
forward any
copies of form to
new user (1-3)

Select a template from the drop-down list that will be sent with
the existing form when forwarding a job to another user. This
is useful for equipment lists that need to be completed before
the user can operate effectively in the reassigned job.

Additional
forms (2
tabs)
Additional form
to allow (1-10)

Select a template from the drop-down list that is allowable in
the current job in addition to the original associated template.
This can work in conjunction with Only automatically use the
start of day (Section 3) option for this job, meaning that the
user can choose to bypass the original associated template
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and use one of the templates listed here instead.

Colours
Default colour

Click on the link to change the colour so that the planner can
give quick visual reference for job statuses.

Job outstanding

Click on the link to change the colour so that the planner can
give quick visual reference for job statuses.

Job complete

Click on the link to change the colour so that the planner can
give quick visual reference for job statuses.

Job
closed/cancelled

Click on the link to change the colour so that the planner can
give quick visual reference for job statuses.

Supplementarystatuses

Click on the link to change the colour so that the planner can
give quick visual reference for job statuses.
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Job definition - page (create/amend)
Pages in a job definition are created by clicking the
button and amended by clicking on the name. They can
also be rearranged by clicking on the link on the bottom
right.

Add page

Click here to add a page. The same screen will appear when
you click to amend a page.

*Title

A descriptive text to identify this item. This may or may not be
displayed on the report, job or device so be aware of how it
may look to a customer or user. It will also be the way in
which the item to which it is attached will be identified within a
list, both for setup/maintenance and when selected on a
device or report list, so it will need to be specific. For instance,
it may be useful to use a date to differentiate between an old
and a new version, or to use a location or customer name if a
form or action is used solely for that purpose.
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Job definition - page item (create/amend)
Page items are created by clicking the 'Add item' button.
This will open a screen where a type of item (see below)
can be selected along with appropriate text to guide the
office user into entering the information required.
Click here for more information on Jobs ('Concepts Jobs' in the on-line documentation), Job definitions
('Concepts - Job definitions and templates' in the on-line
documentation) and creating job definitions (Section 2).

Main
*Description

A descriptive text to identify this item. This may or may not be
displayed on the report, job or device so be aware of how it
may look to a customer or user. It will also be the way in
which the item to which it is attached will be identified within a
list, both for setup/maintenance and when selected on a
device or report list, so it will need to be specific. For instance,
it may be useful to use a date to differentiate between an old
and a new version, or to use a location or customer name if a
form or action is used solely for that purpose.

*Item type

Select the item type you wish to include
Text - Normal text box, single or multi-line with adaptable
width.
List - Drop-down list - make sure that the required list is
also selected in the next prompt.
Date - Date entry field.
Table - If this item is selected, it is essential that the details
in the table tabs (Section 9) are also completed.
Customer-wide contact - Select this for a list of these
contacts.
Location contact - Select this for a list of these contacts.
Customer-wide and location contact - Select this for a list
of both of these types of contacts.
Customer-wide contact (alternate customer) - Select this
item to allow use of the alternative customer scheme.
Phone number - Select this item to add a free text phone
number to the job. This can be used to dial out from a
suitable device.
Customer - Select this item to add a prompt for alternative
customer.
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Auto-generated value/number - Generates a value (usually
job number) which can be amended/overwritten by
administrator.
Display-only information (not saved) - This is where ‘office
notes’ would be displayed. Specify by using the
Format/value of auto-generated item prompt under the
Advanced tab. Other attributes can also be output using
Standard attribute variables.
List name

Select a list from the drop-down list. For more information on
creating lists click here ('Create list' in the on-line
documentation)

Mandatory

Tick this box if the question is mandatory and leave it blank if
it is optional. This will depend on whether the answer to this
question is critical to the data that is being collected, such as
signature to confirm customer acceptance.

Full screen
width?

This option is usually used in conjunction with multi-line text
boxes, giving the user a full-width long text box in which to
enter information. This value overrides any formatting set for
the section.

Clear during
batch entry?

If a 'Save and add new button' is enabled a series of jobs can
be added quickly. Under normal circumstances the main job
data (Customer, Location, etc) is carried between jobs. Any
items that have this box ticked will be cleared between jobs.
For example, customer, location, date, etc may stay the same
for a number of jobs, along with a description of 'Annual
service' and 'Machine type' but the Machine Number will be
different.

Other tabs

The links below go to help pages for the different tabs.
Item

Table
details
(Section 10)

Table
details(2)
(Section 10)

Advanced
(Section
9)
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Job definition - page item (advanced)
Advanced parameters for a page item are entered on the
last tab when adding an item.
This page will rarely be used, but
Click here for more information on Jobs ('Concepts Jobs' in the on-line documentation), Job definitions
('Concepts - Job definitions and templates' in the on-line
documentation) and creating job definitions (Section 2).

Advanced
Set default (1)

This tab contains advanced settings for the current job item.
This is for drop-down lists only. The list used for the dropdown list will need to have attributes associated with it
(see help pages ('Create list' in the on-line documentation))
and these can be used here to set the default in a different
item on this job definition page. The format is:
[attribute name]:[unique name of the other item]
The value of the attribute gets put into the field that has the
unique name and is displayed as a default to guide the user.
For example, a list called Buildings might have an attribute of
value to use which relates to the number of rooms and this
list is attached to the current page item (which must be a
drop-down list). Another page item on the same page in the
Job Definition is for Rooms with heating vents (ie number of
rooms the engineer needs to visit) and a unique name of
roomsHeatingVents. Typing the following would populate
roomsHeatingVents with a default of the number of rooms in
the building (as stored under the 'value to use' attribute).
variableValue:roomsHeatingVents

Set default (2)

This is used in exactly the same way as the one above if a
second default is required.

Format/value of
auto-generated
item

This is where details for Page item types Auto-generated
value/number and Display-only information (not saved) are
entered.
The former creates a value/number which is saved whereas
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the latter will be displayed only and is likely to be something
that the person creating the job needs to know but the device
user does not (such as the qualification level of engineer
required, whether the site has any outstanding invoices, when
the next visit is scheduled, etc). Report processing variables
and attributes can be used here.
The attributes usually relate to the location, and the
parameters are referred to as location attributes. These need
to be entered in the following format. See attributes
('Concepts - Attributes' in the on-line documentation)
and standard attributes ('Concepts - Standard Attributes' in
the on-line documentation) help pages for more information.
%$locAtt:[location-attribute-name]%
This example uses the report processing variable 'seq' to
create a sequential job number such as 31234. See Report
processing variables help pages ('Concepts - Report
processing variables' in the on-line documentation) for more
information.
%$seq:JobNumber:30000:1%
This example adds in the location attribute for site code and
will create a sequential job number, a hyphen and the
location's site code producing something like 31234-Ct224.
%$seq:JobNumber:30000:1%-%$locAtt:siteCode%
Allow creation of
new entries

This tick box applies to list-based and contact items only and
indicates whether the office user can create new entries if the
one they require is not in the list.

*Unique name

A unique name must exist for everything in a magic5
template. It is so important that magic5 pre-fills the prompt
with a non-meaningful name which it will use by default. This
does not need to be changed.
However, if the data associated with the unique name is to be
used elsewhere (for example as part of a calculation, imported
or exported, or carried over to a new job), it is helpful to use a
meaningful name (such as RefNo, QuantityOrdered, ItemTotal,
ContactName, ReasonForReferral) and this meaningful name
must be entered before the template is used with real data.
If the unique name is changed at a later date, existing data will
not be lost but it may no longer be accessible by magic5, in
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which case it cannot be displayed, used in calculations or
exported. It is therefore recommended that this is done only
as a last resort and that the original template is duplicated
before changes are made - this means that existing data can
still be retrieved if necessary. If in any doubt, please contact
magic5 support for the best way to deal with this.
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10 Job definition - page item (table)
Table details for a page item are created on the second
and third tabs when adding an item.
The example shown below will create the screen shown
on the right.
This is useful for, for example, indicating which
tools/parts will be required for a job and where they can
be collected from, lists of items in a delivery or
installation and any special instructions, contact names
or entry details (such as codes) for particular areas.

Table
details

This tab starts the entry of table details for this page item.

Text on button
for adding
additional results

This option is used in conjunction with “Allow multiple results
for this field” and specifies the text shown on the button (for
example, “Add response” or “Another value").

Heading

Enter the text to be shown as the column heading. Bear in
mind that this should be as abbreviated as possible due to the
limited screen sizes on mobile devices.

Width (%)

Enter a numerical value for the percentage of the page this
column is to take up. Remember that all widths must add up
to 100%.

List name

Select a list from the drop-down list. For more information on
creating lists click here ('Create list' in the on-line
documentation)

Unique name

A unique name must exist for everything in a magic5
template. It is so important that magic5 pre-fills the prompt
with a non-meaningful name which it will use by default. This
does not need to be changed.
However, if the data associated with the unique name is to be
used elsewhere (for example as part of a calculation, imported
or exported, or carried over to a new job), it is helpful to use a
meaningful name (such as RefNo, QuantityOrdered, ItemTotal,
ContactName, ReasonForReferral) and this meaningful name
must be entered before the template is used with real data.
If the unique name is changed at a later date, existing data will
not be lost but it may no longer be accessible by magic5, in
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which case it cannot be displayed, used in calculations or
exported. It is therefore recommended that this is done only
as a last resort and that the original template is duplicated
before changes are made - this means that existing data can
still be retrieved if necessary. If in any doubt, please contact
magic5 support for the best way to deal with this.
Another colum

Repeat the above 4 prompts to add another column

Table
details(2)

A further 3 columns can be added using this tab. Please refer
to the descriptions above for help completing this screen.
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11 Job definition - Actions & options
Job definition actions are automated actions or options
that arise at various stages of a job’s life cycle. Actions
involving the template are created in Template actions
('Template action' in the on-line documentation).
An action could be something like “send an e-mail to the
assigned engineer when a job is allocated” or they could
be something like “if a job is at the status of ‘awaiting
invoicing’ then give the user an option to mark it as
invoiced”.
Here is a list of statuses in the job's lifecycle that can
have actions/options assigned to them. Supplementary
statuses can also have actions/options assigned to them.
Click on these links to see what the actions/options do

Option
within job
screen
When a
job is
assigned
When a
job is reassigned

E-mail
notification
(Section 12)

Create sub-job
(Section 13)

Triggered
update (Section
15)

Manually
close (Section
16)

Status update
(Section 14)

Additional action buttons can be added to the existing ones at
the bottom of the job screens using this option.
This means that the actions are triggered manually and a
common example of this is to manually close a job (Section
16).
A job is given a status of 'assigned' when it has been allocated
to a user and it appears on their device.
This is equivalent to allocated or outstanding in the menu
lists.

A job is re-assigned when the user to whom it is allocated is
changed.
This also triggers assigned and de-assigned actions.
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When a
job is deassigned

A job is de-assigned when a job is taken away from a user.
This is triggered as part of the re-assigned status change.

When job
details
are
changed

If the user is changed, assigned, re-assigned and de-assigned
actions may also be triggered.

When a
job is
manually
closed

These actions will be triggered by using a button set up in
'Option within job screen' (see above) that has an action
of Manually close job (Section 16).

When a
job has a
status
change
(prework)
When a
job has a
status
change
(postwork)

26

These actions will be triggered when the job details are
changed.

These actions will be triggered when a supplementary status
is changed prior to the job being allocated to a user.
Once the job has been allocated/assigned and sent to the
device this will not be triggered.

These actions will be triggered when a supplementary status
is changed after the job has been completed by a user.
Until the job has been sent back from the device this will not
be triggered.
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12 Job definition - E-mail notification
E-mail notification can be very powerful when used to its
fullest extent; administrative staff can be alerted that an
automatic procedure has been triggered, such as
invoicing or stock figures change; customers can be
automatically alerted when an invoice or report becomes
available for viewing, or when an invoice is outstanding
(with Triggered update action); multiple copies can be
sent, including BCC if required, and e-mail addresses can
be filled automatically from customer contacts, location
contacts, additional address entered on the device, etc.

E-mail
details

Details of the e-mail to be sent

*Description

A descriptive text to identify this action

*Text on button

Free text to appear on the button that will trigger this action.

*Apply action to
jobs of status

Sub-status to
update to

Outstanding - a job that has exceeded its completion date
Unallocated - a job that has not yet been allocated to a user
(eg. engineer, auditor, surveyor)
Work complete - a job that has been marked as complete,
either manually or automatically (see Template actions)
Cancelled/closed - a job that is no longer current
Select the supplementary status to which this job is to be sent
by this action. Supplementary statuses are bespoke items but
are likely to be 'awaiting customer response', 'invoiced',
'awaiting payment', 'awaiting parts', 'in transit', etc.

E-mail address
to send report
from

This address will appear in the from part of the e-mail

Subject line of email

This will appear in the subject line of the e-mail

E-mail template

E-mail templates included in the HTML e-mail template list
can be added here from a drop-down list. Click here ('HTML email templates' in the on-line documentation) to find out
more on adding an item to the HTML e-mail template list.

Standard
document to
attach

Documents included in the Standard Documents list can be
added here. Click here ('Standard documents' in the on-line
documentation) to find out more on adding an item to the
Standard Documents list.
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Text can be entered here to appear in the body of the e-mail,
including Report processing variables. However if an email
template is attached this text will not be used.

Recipient information

E-mail address
to send report to

Enter a specific e-mail address of the person you wish the email and any attachments to be sent to. This should be a valid
SMTP e-mail address such as somebody@company.com.
Note that you can enter multiple addresses, separated by
semi-colons.

E-mail all
customer-wide
contacts

magic5 allows contacts to be added to a customer rather than
a location. These are called customer-wide contacts. If this
option is selected then any and all customer-wide contacts for
the customer will receive this email and any attachments.

E-mail all
contacts for
location

Tick this box to send the e-mail and any attachments to ALL email addresses for this location - ie a sub-set of of customers
described above.

E-mail assigned
user

Select this option to send an e-mail and attachments to the
address set up for the person currently logged onto the
device. See Users (on-line documentation) for more details.

E-mail addresses
specified in job
definition (enter
'unique names'
separated by
commas)

Enter the unique names of any job definition items into which
the administrator will have entered e-mail addresses.
Separate multiple items with commas.

E-mail users
specified in job
definition (enter
'unique names'
separated by
commas)

Enter the unique names of any job definition items into which
the administrator will have selected users, separating multiple
items with commas. The selections from these items will be
used to look up in the user's email address.

E-mail the user
that the form
was forwarded
to

Select this option to send an e-mail and attachments to the
address set up for the person to whom a form has been
forwarded. See Users (on-line documentation) and Item Type
- Forward form ('Item Type -Forward form' in the on-line
documentation) for more details.

Only send to
flagged contacts
(specify below)

Both Customer-wide and Location contacts can be set up to
have one or more flags (see Attachments for customer
('Attachments for a customer' in the on-line documentation)
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for more details). If the email is only to be sent to contacts
with a particular flag then tick this box and chose those flags
below.
Contact flag

Select a contact flag from the drop-down list. See above for
further information.

Contact flag (2)

Select a contact flag from the drop-down list. See above for
further information.
BCC information for creating 'blind' copies of the e-mail - ie

Attachmentsnone of the recipients will see that this copy has been sent.
E-mail
attachment
name (PDF file)

The name of the e-mail attachment in PDF format (ending
.pdf). You may need to contact your magic5 expert to ensure
that it is accessible to magic5.

*PDF format

By default, the “Standard” PDF format will be used here.
However if multiple PDF formats are available within the
system, you can specify which of them is to be used for this email. For further information see Concepts - PDF documents
('Concepts - PDFs' in the on-line documentation). To add
formats to the available list, please contact magic5 support.

CC

Enter those who will receive copies of this e-mail. Any e-mail
addresses entered here will be visible to all recipients - if you
wish them to be hidden (for instance the recipient is receiving
an in-house alert or copy and wishes to keep their e-mail
private), use BCC (see below).

CC address to
send report to

A specific address to which the e-mail and PDF attachment
will be sent as a visible copy - it will appear in the recipient's
CC list.

CC all customerwide contacts

Tick this box to copy in ALL e-mail addresses for this
customer - they will appear in the recipient's CC list.

CC all contacts
for location

Tick this box to copy in ALL e-mail addresses for this location
- ie a sub-set of of customers. They will appear in the
recipient's CC list.

CC assigned
user

Tick this box to send a copy of this email to the user to whom
the job is allocated.

CC addresses
specified in job
definition (enter
'unique names'
separated by
commas)

Enter the unique names of any job definition items into which
the administrator will have entered e-mail addresses. Separate
multiple items with commas.
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CC users
specified in job
definition (enter
'unique names'
separated by
commas)

Enter the unique names of any job definition items into which
the administrator will have selected users, separating multiple
items with commas. The selections from these items will be
used to look up in the user's email address.

CC the user that
the form was
forwarded to

Select this option to CC the e-mail and attachments to the
address set up for the person to whom a form has been
forwarded . See Users (on-line documentation) and Item Type
- Forward form ('Item Type -Forward form' in the on-line
documentation) for more details.

Only CC to
flagged contacts
(specify below)

Both Customer-wide and Location contacts can be set up to
have one or more flags (see Attachments for customer
('Attachments for a customer' in the on-line documentation)
for more details). If the email is only to be CC'ed to contacts
with a particular flag then tick this box and chose those flags
below

Contact flag

Select a contact flag from the drop-down list. See above for
further information.

Contact flag (2)

Select a contact flag from the drop-down list. See above for
further information.

BCC
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Enter those who will receive copies of this e-mail. Any e-mail
addresses entered here will NOT be visible to all recipients - if
you wish them to be visible (for instance to clarify who has
received a copy of the same information or for the sake of
politeness), use CC (see above)

BCC address to
send report to

A specific address to which the e-mail will be sent as an
invisible copy - it will not appear in the recipient's CC list.

BCC all
customer-wide
contacts

Tick this box to copy in ALL e-mail addresses for this
customer - they will not appear in the recipient's CC list.

BCC all contacts
for location

Tick this box to copy in ALL e-mail addresses for this location
- ie a sub-set of of customers. They will not appear in the
recipient's CC list.

BCC assigned
user

Tick this box to send a copy of this email to the user to whom
the job is allocated.

BCC addresses
specified in job
definition (enter
'unique names'
separated by

Enter the unique names of any job definition items into which
the administrator will have entered e-mail addresses. Separate
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commas)

multiple items with commas.

BCC users
specified in job
definition (enter
'unique names'
separated by
commas)

Enter the unique names of any job definition items into which
the administrator will have selected users, separating multiple
items with commas. The selections from these items will be
used to look up in the user's email address.

BCC the user
that the form
was forwarded
to

Select this option to BCC the e-mail and attachments to the
address set up for the person to whom a form has been
forwarded . See Users (on-line documentation) and Item Type
- Forward form ('Item Type -Forward form' in the on-line
documentation) for more details.

Only BCC to
flagged contacts
(specify below)

Both Customer-wide and Location contacts can be set up to
have one or more flags (see Attachments for customer
('Attachments for a customer' in the on-line documentation)
for more details). If the email is only to be BCC'ed to contacts
with a particular flag then tick this box and chose those flags
below.

Contact flag

Select a contact flag from the drop-down list. See above for
further information.

Contact flag (2)

Select a contact flag from the drop-down list. See above for
further information.
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13 Job definition - Create sub-job
Create sub-job is used to trigger a follow-on job at a
certain point in a job's lifecycle.
This may be another instance of the same job definition
or a different one. For instance, when a job is re-assigned
it may change from being a customer call-out for a
service engineer to a specific repair task requiring parts.
This is usually triggered manually from within the job
screen but can also be triggered using Template actions
('Template action' in the on-line documentation).

Sub-job
details

Details of the sub-job to be started.

*Description

A descriptive text to identify this action

*Text on button

Free text to appear on the button that will trigger this action.

*Apply action to
jobs of status

*Job type

Outstanding - a job that has exceeded its completion date
Unallocated - a job that has not yet been allocated to a user
(eg. engineer, auditor, surveyor)
Work complete - a job that has been marked as complete,
either manually or automatically (see Template actions)
Cancelled/closed - a job that is no longer current
Select a job definition from the drop-down list.
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14 Job definition - Status update
Status update attached to a particular part of the job's
lifecycle enables it to move through unnecessary stages.

Sub-job
details

Details of the sub-job to be started.

*Description

A descriptive text to identify this action

*Text on button

Free text to appear on the button that will trigger this action.

*Apply action to
jobs of status

Outstanding - a job that has exceeded its completion date
Unallocated - a job that has not yet been allocated to a user
(eg. engineer, auditor, surveyor)
Work complete - a job that has been marked as complete,
either manually or automatically (see Template actions)
Cancelled/closed - a job that is no longer current

Status to update
to

Select the supplementary status to which this job is to be sent
by this action. Supplementary statuses are bespoke items but
are likely to be 'awaiting customer response', 'invoiced',
'awaiting payment', 'awaiting parts', 'in transit', etc.

Apply update to
any sub-jobs

Tick this box to update the statuses of any sub-jobs that you
have attached to this job definition.
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15 Job definition - Triggered update
Triggered status update moves a job to a supplementary
status with the job's lifecycle.

Triggered
status
update
*Description

A descriptive text to identify this action

*Text on button

Free text to appear on the button that will trigger this action.

*Apply action to
jobs of status

Outstanding - a job that has exceeded its completion date
Unallocated - a job that has not yet been allocated to a user
(eg. engineer, auditor, surveyor)
Work complete - a job that has been marked as complete,
either manually or automatically (see Template actions)
Cancelled/closed - a job that is no longer current

Status to update
to

Select the supplementary status to which this job is to be sent
by this action. Supplementary statuses are bespoke items but
are likely to be 'awaiting customer response', 'invoiced',
'awaiting payment', 'awaiting parts', 'in transit', etc.

*Trigger delay
(days)

How many days that will elapse between the action being
activated and the status being updated. When the delay
period is over, the status will be checked to ensure that no
other status changes have occurred in the meantime - ie, if the
status has already been changed this action will not be
implements.
This delay can be very useful as a reminder to (for example)
chase up an invoice or follow-up action.
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16 Job definition - Manually close
Manually close option creates a button on the Job screen
which will trigger the job to be closed. This can be
applied to all jobs or those with selected statuses.

Manually
close
*Description

A descriptive text to identify this action

*Text on button

Free text to appear on the button that will trigger this action.

*Apply action to
jobs of status

Apply update to
any sub-jobs

Outstanding - a job that has exceeded its completion date
Unallocated - a job that has not yet been allocated to a user
(eg. engineer, auditor, surveyor)
Work complete - a job that has been marked as complete,
either manually or automatically (see Template actions)
Cancelled/closed - a job that is no longer current
Tick this box to update the statuses of any sub-jobs that you
have attached to this job definition.
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Job (Status update), 33
Job (Triggered update), 34
Job definition, 2-3
Job definition - Actions & options, 25-26
Job definition - amend, 7-8
Job definition - amend job lists, 12-13
Job definition - amend others, 14-16
Job definition - amend standard items, 9-11
Job definition - create, 4-6
Job definition - Create sub-job, 32
Job definition - E-mail notification, 27-31
Job definition - Manually close, 35
Job definition - page (create/amend), 17
Job definition - page item (advanced), 20-22
Job definition - page item (create/amend), 18-19
Job definition - page item (table), 23-24
Job definition - Status update, 33
Job definition - Triggered update, 34
Job definition (Advanced tab in Job definition), 20-22
Job definition (Amend job lists), 12-13
Job definition (Create/amend a job definition), 17
Job definition (Create/amend job definition page item), 18-19
Job definition (Job definition amend), 14-16
Job definition (Job definition overview), 2-3
Job definition (Job definition page item - table), 23-24
Job definition (Job definition Sub-job), 32
Job definition (Standard job definition items), 9-11
Job lists (Amend job definition), 7-8
Job lists (Create job definition), 4-6
Manual (Manually close job), 35
Page (Create/amend a job definition), 17
Page (Create/amend job definition page item), 18-19
Prompt (Standard job definition items), 9-11
Reassign (Job definition amend), 14-16
Re-assigned (Status update), 33
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Report (Job definition amend), 14-16
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Scheduling (Job definition amend), 14-16
Setup (Create job definition), 4-6
Status (Manually close job), 35
Status (Status update), 33
Status (Triggered update), 34
Status change (Manually close job), 35
Status change (Status update), 33
Status change (Triggered update), 34
Sub-job (Job definition Sub-job), 32
Table (Job definition page item - table), 23-24
Triggered (Triggered update), 34
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